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ABOUT THE COURSE

Tai Chi combines balance, coordination and flexibility training to strengthen the body gently with a “no pain, more gain” philosophy. Use 
breath control and meditative intent to learn Zhuang Ding ( “Central Equilibrium” ) during movement and stillness. This cultivates a 
balanced body and mind. This term, we will learn a portion of Grandmaster Feng Zhiqiang’s 48-form.  The 48-form is considered more 
advanced than the 7-form but, as with all things Tai Chi, easy, moderate and advanced versions are available for all levels. 

This simple and fun, yet effective routine, blends Chinese philosophy, healing and martial arts with Western science and is specifically 
designed for self-healing. Course includes: 
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15 WEEK COURSE (15 sessions):   QR1125
 DROP IN RATE:       QR100

PROGRAM DATES    
September 8, 2018 -  December 15, 2018
SCHEDULE
Every Saturday 10:30 - 12:30,   Al Waab Studio

YIN & YANG IN MOTION & STILLNESS 

ABOUT KURT
Kurt began his Tai Chi journey in 1998, initially as part of Kung Fu training to add smoothness and flow to his practice. Under the guidance 
of three different, traditionally trained Tai Chi Masters in Canada and the U.S., Kurt gained a deep understanding and passion for the art. 
He primarily teaches the dynamic, original Chen style but has also trained in Yang and Hao styles. He blends the perspectives of Tai Chi as 
a wellness system, a martial art, and a meditative mindset to foster tranquility, nurturing and self-development. He belongs to an interna-
tional community of over 100 Certified Instructors trained by the Center for Taiji Studies based out of New York under Dr. Yang, author of 
the acclaimed book "Taijiquan: The Art of Nurturing, the Science of Power". Kurt hopes to inspire others to take on the art as a lifelong 
journey, in a pursuit to better themselves and others.

• Ongoing refinement of 7-form and 12 of 
last term's forms from the 48-form. 

• Detailed instruction on 12 new forms of the 
48 forms. 

• Mindfulness meditations & reflections on 
“what is always true”.

• Learn how Tai Chi can help with sleep and 
anxiety. 

• Fun partnered exercises to develop listening      
energy.

• Qigong for health and longevity.


